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Letter from Star Principal Herald 
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Asterisk 
 
20th Comments on ILoI of       
Previous Month due to Retiarius 
 
25th Deadline for articles/letters to 
Obelisk 

Decision Meetings 

June14: 
TBD 
  
July: 
TBD 
 
August: 
TBD 
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Greetings Ansteorra! 
 
 Please join me in welcoming HL Estrill Swet to the office of Asterisk Herald.  I would like to thank 
her and the other excellent applicants for applying for the office.  It was very nice to have several good candi-
dates to choose from.  Local heralds can find her contact information in the back of the Black Star. 
 
 I would also like to welcome Lady Coblaith Mhuimhneach to the office of Orbis Herald (Southern 
Regional)  Local Heralds in the Southern Region shall begin making their monthly reports to her.  I would 
like to thank Lord Fatthiopap László for his outstanding service in this office, and wish him all the best in his 
future endeavors. 
 The Canton of Westgate will be hosting the Ansteorran Heraldic & Scribal Symposium this month!  
It’s not too late to sign up to teach!  Please email the event steward, Lady Alisone McCay, for event/contact 
information at alisone.maccay@gmail.com, or visit http://westgate.ansteorra.org/ahss/. 
 
 The cover of this month’s Black Star is my own heraldic achievement, drawn and painted by Count-
ess Sara Penrose.  It is an example of heraldic artistry that everyone with a registered device may proudly 
display to show their achievements.  It is also a means by which artists may show their skills as well.  If you 
are unfamiliar with registering your heraldic achievements, please visit http://heraldry.ansteorra.org/
achievements.php for information on the registration process.  Stellar Scroll Pursuivant is also available to 
assist you.  Once you have registered your achievement elements, you can commission a scribe/artist to fash-
ion for you an Achievement Scroll (which shows the achievement and gives text, which identifies your enti-
tlement to the achievement.  I will be teaching a class at AHSS this month on heraldic achievements and reg-
istration. 
 

To further support heraldic achievements, at Ansteorra’s 30th Anniversary event, I will be hosting a 
competition for heraldic achievement scrolls.  So all you scribes, illuminators, and artists, this is a chance for 
you to show your talents!  These scrolls are all original, so be sure to plan your time well.   
 
Si fractum non sit, noli id reficere, 
 Alden, Star 

Back Cover 
Who Sends What To 
Whom 
Back Cover 
Submission Costs & 
Copies Info  
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Court reports are due 
within two weeks of an 

event. 

Status of ILoIs 

ILoI 2007-08: Commentary 2007-11. LoI 2007-10.   Laurel meetings 2/16 & 3/9. 
 
ILoI 2007-09: Commentary 2007-12. LoI 2007-11.   Laurel meetings 3/22 & 3/30. 
 
ILoI 2007-10: Commentary 2008-01. LoI 2007-12.  Laurel meetings 4/26 & 4/13. 
 
ILoI 2007-11: Commentary 2008-03 & 04. 
 
ILoI 2007-12: NO ILOI. LoI 2008-02.  Laurel meeting June 2008. 
 
ILoI 2008-01: NO ILOI. LoI 2008-03.  Laurel meeting July 2008. 
 
ILoI 2008-02:  LoI 2008-04.  Laurel meeting August 2008. 
 
ILoI 2008-03: Commentary this Gazette. LoI 2008-05. 
 
ILoI 2008-04: Comments due next Gazette. Decision meeting May. 
 
ILoI 2008-05: Comments due Retiarius 6/20. Decision meeting June. 
 
ILoI 2008-06: Comments due Retiarius 7/20. Decision meeting July. 
 
ILOI 2008-07: Comments due Retiarius 8/20. Decision meeting August. 

Offices Opening Soon  

Bordure Herald: 
 Apply to Star & Bordure Herald by August 15, 2008 
Solstice Herald: 
Apply to Star & Solstice Herald by July 15, 2008 
Sigillarius Pursuivant: 
Apply to Obelisk Herald & Sigillarius by July 15, 2008 
Armillary Pursuivant: 
Apply to Tressure Herald & Armillary by July 15, 2008 
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Come join the Heralds and Scribes for  

Ansteorran Heraldic and Scribal Symposium. 
JUNE 28, 2008 

Christ the King Lutheran Church 
2353 Rice Blvd., Houston, TX 77005 
Sponsored by the Canton of Westgate 

This event is not just for the heralds and scribes, but also for everyone 
interested in heraldic and scribal arts! 

In addition to heraldic classes on voice, name and armory topics, scribal 
classes on calligraphy and illumination, we are pleased to include hands on 

classes for children on heraldry and scribal. 
If you have any interest in the heraldic and scribal arts please join us. 

Some of our classes are Gold Leaf Techniques, Easy Tricks for Illuminated 
Detail Work, Making Paint From Pigment, Digging up the Past: 

Names from Coptic Sources, Device design, or "a quick and easy method 
to design your device", Basic Heraldry, Ansteorran Heraldic Achievements, 

Heraldry for Children, List Heraldry 
Site opens at 8am and closes at 10pm. Site fee: $10 for 18 years old and 
up, $5 for 17 to 6 and 5-0 is free. Please make checks payable to SCA 
Inc./ Canton of Westgate. Minors must be accompanied by a parent or 

legal guardian. They may also attend with a 21 year or older adult with a 
signed and notarized Minor Event Waiver Form from the parents. Sideboard 

luncheon is included in the site fee. Service animals only and this 
is a dry site. 

Those wishing to teach please contact the class coordinators: 
Heraldic: Lady Valeria Marcella de' Martinez – vbrown3@gmail.com 

Scribal: Mistress Hillary Rose Greenslade – hillaryrg@yahoo.com 
 

Event details and map found at: 
http:/westgate.ansteorra.org/ahss/ 

Event Steward 
Lady Alisone McCay 

alisone.maccay@gmail.com 
Malinda Huntley 

600 Nottingham Oaks Trail #268 
Houston, TX 77079 

713-444-0868 (please no calls after midnight) 
Directions: From North Houston, Take 1-45 south to Hwy 59 south, 
Exit Greenbriar Dr/Shepherd Dr. Turn left unto Greenbriar then turn 

right onto Rice Blvd. From West Houston, Take I-10 to Loop 610 south. 
Exit 59 North Bound. Exit Kirby, turn right onto Kirby, and then turn left 

onto Rice Blvd. From East Houston, take I-10 Frwy West, exit 59 
South. Exit Greenbriar/Shepherd Dr and turn right onto Greenbriar. 

Turn left on Rice Blvd. From South of Houston, take I-45 North to 59 
South. Exit Greenbriar/Shepherd Dr and turn right onto Greenbriar. 

Parking will be either by the church on Rice Blvd or in the Parking lot at 
Rice University Stadium. 



 

 4 1) Ambros De Lyncolne. (Barony of Elfsea) 
New Name. 

Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:  Language/Culture. 
Authenticity:  Language/Culture: 14th-15th c. England 
Documentation Provided:  <Ambros> Masculine Given Names found in the 1523 Subsidy Roll for York and 

Ainsty, England. http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/york16/give-masc-alpha.htm. Third name on 
list. 

<De Lyncolne> - Names in the 1319 Subsidy Roll of London: Surnames. http://www.ellipsis.cx/~liana/names/ 
english/surlondon1319.html 

2) Anastasia Thea Gemini. (Barony of Bryn Gwlad) 
New Name. New Device. Ermine, a dragon rampant sable maintaining a roundel per fess wavy azure 
and vert. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Female. 
Change for:  Sound. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Anastasia> - Dictionary of Italian Names, Emidio De Felice, pg. 64. 
<Thea> - Dictionary of Italian Names, Emidio De Felice, pg. 340. 
<Gemini> - Our Italian Surnames, Joseph G. Fucilla, pg. 52. 

ANSTEORRAN INTERNAL LETTER OF INTENT 2008-06 

3) Aubelin d’Alexandre. (Crown lands) 
New Name. New Device. Vert, a winged unicorn salient to sinister argent and on a demi-sun issuant from 
base a point pointed gules. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Don’t Care. 
Change for:  Language &/or culture: French, may change <d’Alexandre> to french form. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  All documentation for this name from “Dictionnaire etymologique Des Noms De 

Famille et prénoms de France” by A. Dauzat. 
<Aubelin> -  p. 14. header Aubert . at end of notation: avec dérivation analogique (cf. Robelin de Robert) 

Aubelet, -lin, formes contractées Aublet, Aublin. 
<d’Alexandre> - p. 6. header Alessandri, -dro, forme corse ou italienne d’Alexandre.  
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4) Bernhard von Brück. (Shire of Rosenfeld) 
Change of Primary Name. Retain old name as alternate. Change of Device. Retain previous device as 
badge. Gules, semy-de-lis Or, on a chief argent, three crosses patonce gules.  Currently registered name 
(June 1992) is <Snaebjorn Haraldsson>. Currently registered device (June 1992) Per pale gules and Or, 
a Thor's hammer within a bordure counterchanged. 
 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  No.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:   
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Bernhard> - Bahlow, s.n. Bernhard(t) says “was the most popular name in N. 

Germany in the Middle Ages.” 
<Brück> - Bahlow, s.n. Brückmann cites several placenames Brück noting the placename is “frequent in 

Rhineland.” 

5) Brand-Eirikr Bjarnarson. (Barony of Bordermarch) 
New Name. New Device. Sable, two bearded axes in saltire Or, issuant from base flames proper. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:   
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Brand> - Geirr Bassi, Old Norse Names. Nickname, “Burn-, Arson-“ 
<Eirikr> - Geirr Bassi, Old Norse Names, Given name. 
<Bjarnarson> - Geirr Bassi, Old Norse Names, Patronymic – son of Bjorn. 
Client desires Viking name pronounced “Eric” and patronym “son of Bjorn”. 
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6) Caelan MacRob. (Barony of Loch Soilleir) 
Name registered 4/03 via Ansteorra. Device Resubmission. Per bend sinister vert and sable, a wolf salient 
to sinister, within a bordure embattled argent. 
 

   
 

Submission History: Per bend sinister vert and sable, a wolf salient in bend sinister argent was returned 9/07 
for multiple conflicts: 1) Johnathan Crusadene Whitewolf, 6/72: "Gules, ermined argent, a wolf rampant 
argent"; 2) Robert Strongbow, 6/73 "Vert, a wolf rampant argent, grasping in its erect sinister forepaw a 
bow gules, held fesswise, and in its dexter forepaw a sheaf of three clothyard shafts Or, armed and 
flighted argent"; & 3) Judith Jehana di Ettore, 6/90, “Per bend sinister gules and sable, a fox rampant to 
sinister argent”. 

7) Caitrina inghean Mhurchadha. (Barony of Elfsea) 
New Name. 
 

Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Female. 
Change for:  Language/Culture. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Caitrina> - A Scottish Gaelic form of the name <Catherine>, that would have 

been in use during the 1400’s. The spelling was specifically found in a manuscript, dated 1467, which 
was a collection of genealogies of Scottish Gaelic families (url: http://www.medievalscotland.org/
scotnames/ gaelicgiven/) 

<Inghean> - A female Gaelic relationship word, recorded as having been in use in Ireland during the 1300’s 
and 1400’s. (url: http://www.sca.org/heraldry/laurel/names/lateirish/ormond-patterns.html ) and (url: 
http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/public-bin/showfinal.cgi/2064.txt)  

<Mhurchadha> - This form of the name <Murchada> is documented as having been in use in Ireland after 
1200 AD. <Mhurchadha> is found under the name <Murchada> (url: http://www.panix.com/~gabriel/
public-bin/showfinal.cgi/2064.txt ) 
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8) Clara Marschall. (Shire of Gate’s Edge) 
New Name. New Device. Azure, a Bowen cross argent on a chief argent 3 chevronells braced gules. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Female. 
Change for:  Sound: “Clare Marschall”. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Clara> - (F) English Christian Names, E.G. Withycombe, pg. 67. 13th ce. “Clara 

Cur 1210, poll tax 1379.” 
<Marschall> - English Ancestral Names, J.R. Dolan. Pg. 261. Oxford English Surnames, Reaney & Wilson, 

pg. 300. “Rainald le mareschal c1140 (L)”; “John Marschal 1296 SRSX.” 
OFR: mareschal, marescal, marescald, marechault: ‘one who tends horses, esp. one who treats their diseases; a 

shoeing smith, a farrier.’ 

9) Decimus Artorius Faustus. (Barony of Bordermarch) 
New Name. New Device. Per pale azure and Or, an eagle maintaining three arrows in each talon coun-
terchanged all within a bordure argent. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:  Sound. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Decimus> - “Latin decimus ‘tenth’ [referring to 10th son]”, Withycombe, Ox-

ford Dictionary of English Christian Names, p. 80. 
<Artorius> - “Juvenal [mentions] in Artorius” Withycombe, p. 32. 
<Faustus> - “Common names of the Aristocracy in the Roman Empire during the 6th & 7th centuries”, Berret 

Chavez “Masculine Names, p. 2 of 6, sca.org 
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10) Elisabeth von Trier. (Shire of Rosenfeld) 
New Name. New Device. Gules, three seeblatters and on a chief Or three roses gules. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Female. 
Change for:  Language and/or culture: desires to have a name meaning Elis. Of/from the city of Trier. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Elisabeth> - the header form in Bahlow/Gentry, 2nd. Ed. Gives the name as the 

most popular female Christian name in the Middle Ages with Catherine & Margaret. It gives dated exam-
ples in 1230, 1289. 

<von> - is understood to mean “from” 
<Trier> - the header spelling in Bahlow’s Deutschlands Geographische Namenwelt. It is one of the oldest cit-

ies in Germany. 

11) Éogan O’Beolláin. (Barony of Raven’s Fort) 
New Name. New Device. Azure two swords in saltier in chief a sun in splendor Or. 
 

   
 

Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:  Language/Culture. 
Authenticity:  Language/Culture [but nothing listed – Asterisk] 
Documentation Provided:  < Éogan> - 100 Most Popular Men’s Names in Early Medieval Ireland. Compiled 

by Heather Rose Jones (ska Tangwystyl verch Morgant Glasuryn. Copyright c. 1998, 2002, all rights 
reserved. Last updated Jan 2002. Page 1-5, on page 4, Eogan 87 Eogain. http://www.s-gabriel.org/names/
tangwystyl/irish100/  [Asterisk – no copies provided.] 

< O’Beolláin> - Irish Families, Their Names, Arms and Origins by Edward MacLysaght. Page 56. Copyright 
1957. [Asterisk – again no copies provided] 
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12) Genefe Kruse. (Barony of Wiesenfeuer) 
New Name. New Device. Vert, a pall inverted between three Latin crosses and a bordure argent. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Don’t care. 
Change for:  Language/Culture: 15th century German. 
Authenticity:  15th century German (late 15th/early 16th) 
Documentation Provided:  <Genefe> - “German Names from 1495” by Aryanhwy merch Catmael. http://

www.ellipsis.cx/_liana/names/german/german1495.html  
<Kruse> - Dictionary of German Names by Hans Bahlow (Gentry). <Kruse>, pg. 288, variant of Krause. 

Krause, pg. 283, Krisp: Michael Crausphens, Zwickau 1427. 

13) Iwan du Bierbauch. (Crown lands?) 
New Name. New Device. Argent, a knorr proper sailed sable charged with a lozenge argent, and in base 
a ford. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  Yes.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:  Sound: Iwan von Bierbauch. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Iwan> - German Names – Hans Bahlow, page 246. “dominus Iwan” Breslau 

1301. Slav-Russian = Johann [John] 
<Bierbauch> - “Beerbelly” (Low German: Bierbuk). Approximately 1270. 
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14) Maire Gordon. (Barony of Bryn Gwlad) 
New Name. New Device. Per pale vert and azure, a domestic cat sejant guardant argent. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Don’t care. 
Change for:  Spelling: preserve <Gordon>; may change <Maire> to <Mari>. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Maire> - a) The Oxford Dictionary of English Christian Names, by. E.G. Withy-

combe. Heading: Mary. Starts p. 211, reference, pg. 212. 
b) “Irish Names” by Donnchadh Ó Corráin & Fidelma Maguire. Pg. 133. Maire – a borrowing of the name 

Mary. Maire is extremely rare in the period before the seventeenth century though it occurs as the name 
of a lady of the Bissetts of the Glynns of Antrim in the fourteenth century and occasionally among the 
MacSweeneys and the Burkes in the sixteenth century. 

<Gordon> - The Surnames of Scotland, by George F. Black. <Gordon>, pg. 319, c. 1408.  

15) Robert Westrynneman. (Crown lands) 
New Name. New Device. Azure, a griffin seagrant and on a chief indented argent three mullets azure. 
 

   
 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
Major Changes:  No.  Minor Changes:  Yes.  Gender:  Male. 
Change for:  May change to <Robyn> if cannot pass with Robert. 
Authenticity:   
Documentation Provided:  <Robert> - The Oxford Dictionary of English Christian Names, by E.G. Withy-

combe, pg. 254. Heading: Robert, names at end of notation: Rodbertus, Rotbert(us), Robert(us), Reg 
1071-5, db 1086. 

<Westrynneman> - Dictionary of English and Welsh Surnames by G.W. Bardsley, page 803. Heading: Wester-
man – halfway down paragraph: Willelmus Westrynneman, …, 1379; … 
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16) Tessa of the Gardens. (Barony of Bordermarch) 
Name registered in February of 2005 via Ansteorra. Change of Device. Release old device. Terced in 
point, Or, argent, and ermine, a pine tree eradicted azure, a rose azure slipped and leaved vert, sur-
mounted by a county cornet sable, all within a bordure counter-ermine. 

Consultation Table: Gulf Wars 
 

   
 

ANSTEORRAN COLLEGE OF HERALDS 
Annotated Internal Collated Commentary on ILoI 0803 

 
Please find herein the decisions for the May 2008 Letter of Intent. 
 
In service, 
Emma Bordure 
 
 
Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does Lady Meraud de Dun Carraig send Greetings. 
 
I would like to thank all you who commented this month. The new online commentary system for the An-
steorra College of Heralds has, I believe, been a great success. If you are interested in participating all 
you need to do is register at this web site: http://hcs.randomcasts.com/. HCS is a Ruby on Rails applica-
tion written and maintained by Lord Reis ap Tuder of Mooneschadowe 
 
You can still send commentary directly to me at Retiarius@ansteorra.org. 
 
For information on commentary submission formats or to receive a copy of the collated commentary, 
you can contact me at: 
 
Jolene Graves 
1840 Burnt Oak Dr. 
Norman, OK 73071 
405-447-6323 (before 10 pm please) 
Retiarius@ansteorra.org 
 
Commenters for this issue: 
 
Da'ud ibn Auda (al-Jamal Herald)  
Estrill Swet (Asterisk)  
Gawain of Miskbridge (Green Anchor Herald)  
Ioannes Dalassenos 
Magnus  
Top of Form 
Bottom of Form 
Mari ingen Briain meic Donnchada (Rowel)  
Teceangl Bach  
Tostig Logiosophia (Rosenfeld Pursuivant) 
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1. Coblaith Muimnech. (Bryn Gwlad) New Name 

Change. 
 
Mari 
[Name] Great name!  

 
I'm updating the page in the Index of Names in 
Irish Annals for the masculine form of this de-
scriptiive byname and it should have more 
dated examples in the next few hours. It can be 
found at:  
 
http://www.medievalscotland.org/kmo/
AnnalsIndex/DescriptiveBynames/
Muimhneach.shtml  
 
So far, I've found a man with this byname who 
died in 725.  
 
In general, what women's bynames are found 
are limited by the (relatively) few number of 
women's names we have. So, many times we 
have to triangulate how likely a byname is for a 
woman by (1) plausibility for a female and (2) 
commonality of the name element in men's 
names.  
 
In this case, we have an example of a woman 
with this name in 1421 (see: http://
www.medievalscotland.org/kmo/AnnalsIndex/
Feminine/DescriptiveBynames.shtml). So, (1) 
plausibility is a no-brainer. :) Given the contin-
ued use of it by men over the centuries and the 
general nature of the name (it's meaning refers 
to a large region), I'd think it's reasonable to 
assume it's plausible for a woman in Coblaith's 
desired time period.  
 
Anyway, I'll go finish updating the page in the 
Descriptive Bynames section for men now... 

 
College Action: 
Name:  Forwarded to Laurel. 
 
2. Coblaith Muimnech. (Bryn Gwlad) Resubmit-

ted Device. Azure fretty and a chief Or.  
 
Tostig  
[Device] Consider versus "Azure, a fret within a 

double tressure Or" (Hrorek Halfdane of Faul-
conwood, Badge Oct 81, for Fairhaven). With 
no difference between "a fret" and "fretty", I 
only see 1 CD for changing from a double tres-
sure to a chief.  
 

Consider also versus "Azure, a triquetra and a 
chief Or" (Jolana Eadgythe Heverington, De-
vice Apr 90). Is there a substantial change be-
tween a fret and knots? 

Teceangl  
[Device] It's clear of Hrorek with a CD for type 

change of secondary and another CD for num-
ber change of secondary. There should be 
substantial difference between a triskele and a 
fret. However, this is a conflict: Elizabeth Upton 
- March of 2007 (via Northshield): Azure, a fret 
and on a chief Or a castle azure. There is only 
one CD for removing the charge from the chief. 
The reason it might have gone unnoticed is 
that it's not under Fret - Or in the Ordinary, I 
found it under Fret - Fur. Paranoid conflict 
checking has its rewards. Apologies to Coblaith 
but it'll be a fast turnaround for redesign or 
seeking permission to conflict. 

 
College Action: 
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel.  We received a letter 

of Permission to Conflict from Elizabeth Upton 
just in time! 

 
3. Luke Aucher. (Loch Soilleir Resubmitted De-

vice. Argent, a chief rayonny gules, a great 
auk close sable. Submission History - Device: 
This device Argent, a great auk close proper 
and a chief rayonny gules was returned 7/07 
for lack of contrast. This device is clear of the 
badge of Marie d'Acre, Argent, a penguin ram-
pant regardant sable, marked and bellied ar-
gent, collared gules.  

 
Da'ud 
[Device] The usual grammar of blazon places the 

central charges first, and peripheral charges 
(like, e.g., chiefs) last. Most birds are "close" by 
default. Blazon fu: Argent, a great auk sable 
and a chief rayonny gules. 

Tostig 
 [Device] The July 07 return was from Laurel as 

was the note that it cleared the Badge of Marie 
d'Acre due to change of posture and addition of 
a chief. The contrast note was for the argent 
belly of an auk proper. This corrects the con-
trast problem. 

Magnus 
The name was registered July 2007. 
 
College Action: 
Device:  Forwarded to Laurel, reblazoned as Ar-

gent, a great auk close proper and a chief 
rayonny gules. 

Collated Commentary on ILoI 0803 
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4. Matthias der Wachter von Tirol. (Gates Edge) 
Resubmitted Name and Device. Per chevron 
inverted sable and gules an eagle displayed 
argent surrounded by five ermine spots argent. 
[Asterisk note: no b&w copy was provided.] 
Submission History - Name: <Matthiäs der 
Wächter von Tyrol > Returned 3/07 for insuffi-
cient documentation. No documentation was 
given for <der Wächter>, and no photocopies 
were included for the documentation for <von 
Tyrol>. Submission History - Device: Per chev-
ron inverted wavy sable and gules an eagle 
displayed argent guttee de sang surrounded by 
five ermine spots argent. Returned 3/07 for 
multiple reasons, including lack of a name. The 
goutes on the eagle are so small as to be uni-
dentifiable. The wavy line of division is too 
shallow to be a good wavy, but more impor-
tantly having a charge overlying a low-contrast 
complex line of division has been banned per 
Laurel precedent.  

 
Ioannes  
[Name] I'm new to this game, so forgive me if I'm 

making beginner mistakes, but I have a couple 
problems with the name.  
 
die Wachter: Setting aside the question of 
whether the listed sobriquets are actually part 
of period naming practices, or the practice both 
period and modern of hanging nicknames on 
prominent figures in politics and other fields (I 
suspect the latter--as anyone wandering into 
the court of Albrecht of Thuringia and referring 
to him as "the degenerate" would likely dis-
cover), it doesn't fit the pattern. The pattern is 
"the adjective" or "the animal". If you wish to 
make an adjective from the German word Wa-
che equivalent to the English word 'vigilant' 
then the word you want is 'wachsam'. Wachter 
means "Watchman". I think 'der' is the right 
article, but I'm not familiar enough with German 
declension to be sure.  
 
von Tirol: Documenting there was a place 
called Tirol is different from documenting that 
folks used 'von Tirol' as a surname. The usual 
Germanic form for a locative surname would 
be "Tiroler" not "von Tirol" unless you are 
claiming to be the Count of Tirol, which after 
1363 was a title held by the Hapsburg Holy 
Roman Emperors as part of their patrimony. 

 
 
 

Magnus 
[Name] The article in German depends on the case 

and gender of the noun. Wachter is masculine 
and means keeper, guardian such as a stew-
ard. The correct case is left as an assignment 
for Bordure.  
Laurel had several occasions where von Tirol 
could have been ruled presumptious but has 
not done so. The test used by the SCA is a 
unique byname or title. Anyone who lived in 
Tirol could be named with a locative. The -er 
form is quite common as a locative but I have-
n't seen evidence of its use to the exclusion of 
the von form. If he were using Matthias Graf 
von Tirol then you would be correct on pre-
sumption.  
A more pressing issue is names claiming rank. 
The submitter is claiming the title of steward/
chief of the guard of Tirol.  
[September 2003 LoAR, Ansteorra-A] "Charles 
d'Alsace le Cervoisier. Name. Submitted as 
Charles Le Cervoisier d'Alsace, the combina-
tion of bynames Le Cervoisier d'Alsace 'the 
brewer of Alsace' falls afoul of RfS VI.1, 
"Names Claiming Rank", which states in part: 
In some cases, use of an otherwise inoffensive 
occupational surname in a territorial context 
may make it appear to be a title or rank, such 
as John the Bard of Armagh or Peter Abbot of 
St. Giles."  
The reason this name was returned: poor 
documentation for the given and locative and 
none at all for the descriptive byname. I can't 
remember this structure in a German name 
ever causing returns in the past. 

 
Gawain 
[Name] The appeal misses the point. The client 

needs to document the name form “<given 
name> <occupational name> von 
<placename>”. It’s my personal opinion that 
the form “<given name> <epithet> <territorial 
title of nobility>” is not a parallel arrangement 
and, if anything, showing us a long list of 
names of this type may undermine his case 
instead of supporting it. If someone can supply 
some citations of the client’s name form from 
period, his case would be strengthened far 
more than by what he’s given us.  
[Device] I agree that the arrangement of the 
spots needs to be specified. What first comes 
to mind is that “three and two” would have the 
upper three arranged across the top as if lying 
on a chief. What second comes to mind is that 
I’ve no idea how to blazon this arrangement. 
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Tostig 
[Device] With my apology for posting this type of 

comment so late in the process (I hate termite 
swarm season):  
 
Consider the reblazon "Per chevron inverted 
sable and gules, an eagle between five ermine 
spots, three in chevron and two in fess, argent. 
As Green Anchor noted, my tendency in seeing 
a blazon of "three and two" would be to have 
the arrangemnet of both groups "in fess".  
 
Consider the size of the ermine spots. To me, 
they don't have the visual weight of secondary 
charges, but strewn ones. With no difference 
between "five" and "six", and with a partitioned 
field, I see the field of the emblazon as parti-
tioned into two furs. However, reblazoning as 
"Per chevron counter-ermine and gules er-
mined argent, an eagle argent" leaves the sub-
mission open to conflict calls at the Kingdom 
Level versus the important non-SCA arms 
"Azure, an eagle displayed argent crowned 
Or" (House of Este & Modena, Devices Dec 
94) and "Gules, a double-headed eagle 
crowned argent" (Kings of Serbia Nemanjici, 
Device May 02). 

 
Da'ud  
[Device] "Surrounded by" is not good heraldic bla-

zon. Eagles are "displayed" by default, so this 
need not be specifically noted in the blazon. 
"An X argent 5 Ys argent" is unnecessarily re-
petitive. The second "argent" will include both 
the eagle and the ermine spots. Blazon fu: Per 
chevron inverted sable and gules, an eagle 
between five ermine spots three and two ar-
gent. 

 
College Action: 
Name: Forwarded to Laurel as <Matthias von Tirol 

der Wachter> to avoid running afoul of RfS VI.1 
"Names Claiming Rank", as "the steward/chief 
of the guard of Tirol". The long list of nobility 
using personal descriptive bynames was not 
deemed to be supportive of what is obviously 
an occupational byname. Fortunately, switch-
ing the order of the name phrases should solve 
the problem. Please please please do not mark 
lines in documentation with markers unless 
you’re using a true LIGHT hilighter; these cop-
ies could barely be read and reprints had to be 
made. 

Device:  Returned for redraw.  The ermine spots 
are in an unblazonable arrangement. Tostig is 
correct in that we can almost consider this as 
two ermined furs, which opens the device to a 

great many more conflicts. The next resubmis-
sions needs to include the proper number of 
forms, or it will be returned for administrative 
reasons! 

 
5. Melinda del Feld. (Loch Soilleir Resubmitted 

Name and Device. Per bend sinister vert and 
argent, a garb Or in dexter chief.  
 

Gawain 
[Name] It’s pertinent to note that the citation for “del 

Feld” is dated 1190. 
 
Magnus 

The full name is John del Feld dated 1190. 
 
Tostig  
[Device] Consider the reblazon "Per bend sinister 

vert and argent, in dexter chief a garb Or." Ar-
rangement, posture and orientation modifiers 
go after the charge in a blazon. Placement 
modifiers should go before the charge is bla-
zoned. (See the discussion on ILoI Feb 08 #6. 
"Argent, in fess a wolf's head cabossed be-
tween two dolphins ..." vs "Argent, a wolf's 
head cabossed between in fess two dol-
phins ...")  
 
Change of placement on the neutral field 
(Location! Location! Location!) gives a 2nd CD 
versus "Pean, a garb Or, banded 
gules" (Kingdom of the East, Badge Feb 82, 
Order of the Fatima). 

 
Da'ud 
[Device] Blazon fu: per bend sinister vert and ar-

gent, a garb in dexter chief Or. (It could also be 
"... in dexter chief a garb Or.") 

 
College Action: 
Name: Forwarded to Laurel. 
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned as Per 

bend sinister vert and argent, in dexter chief a 
garb Or. 

 
6. Regan Caimbeul. (the Steppes) Resubmitted 

Name and Device. Gyronny sable and Or, on 
a lozenge purpure a horse rampant argent. 
Submission History – Name: Withdrawn at 
Laurel by submitter 1/07 – Constance Eliza-
beth Campbell. Submission History – Device: 
Kingdom returned device 9/06 Purpure, on a 
bend cotissed argent four horseshoues 
palewise vert for conflict with Isabella Ca-
tharini, Purpure, on a bend cotised argent three 
irises purpure.  
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Gawain  
[Name] The R&W citation is not helpful except to 

show that the surname is patronymic and 
comes from an Irish given name. Nothing is 
offered for the client’s spelling. The best I can 
offer is to mention that it’s the name of Lear’s 
daughter in Shakespeare’s play, which was 
published in 1605. O’C&M list the Irish name 
with a pre-1200 spelling of “Rígán” and a post-
1200 spelling of “Ríoghán”.  
[Device] I still maintain that a properly drawn 
lozenge has its opposite sides parallel. It would 
take a minimum of effort to fix this one. 

 
Magnus  
[Name] Woulfe, Irish Names and Surnames  

page 402 s.n. Mac Riagáin has M'Regan  
page 631 s.n. Ó Riagáin has O Regane  
Both of these date from the time of Elizabeth I 
or James I.  
The Anglicised Gaelic in the patronymic implies 
that there was a Gaelic given name that was 
Anglicised to Regan.  
[April 2006 LoAR, Caid-A] "Fáelán Caimbeul. 
This name mixes Middle Gaelic with Early 
Modern Gaelic; this is one step from period 
practice. If the submitter is interested in a fully 
Early Modern Gaelic form of this name, we 
suggest Faolan Caimbeul."  
This indicates Caimbeul is Early Modern 
Gaelic. There is one weirdness for mixing Eng-
lish and Gaelic forms but the names are from 
the same time period. 

 
Tostig  
[Device] Consider versus "Quarterly sable and 

gules, a horse rampant argent" (Evandre of 
Middleham More, Device Sep 98). There's no 
CD between a lozenge and a lozenge through-
out, nor between a lozenge thoughout and the 
field division vétu, and "Purpure vétu gyronny 
sable and Or, a horse rampant argent" has 
only 1 CD for the change of field. 

 
Teceangl  
[Device] Clear of Evandre by X.1. - the lozenge is 

the primary charge here and has been added. 
Since it's not throughout, the lozenge is not the 
equivalent of a field vetu. 

 
College Action: 
Name: Forwarded to Laurel. The documentation 

provided was fairly insufficient. The R&W cita-
tion for Regan only documents it as a surname, 
not a given name at all; thankfully Magnus had 

more information, but the name is obviously 
masculine, not feminine. The surname docu-
mentation didn’t list what Black says about the 
name.  Since the submitter allows all changes, 
we will assume she doesn’t mind a sex 
change. 

Device:  Forwarded to Laurel. 
 
7. Vilhialmr vetr. (Bryn Gwlad Resubmitted De-

vice). Name registered 12/06 via Ansteorra. 
Argent, three annulets interlaced within a bor-
dure purpure. Submission History – Device: 
Argent, three annulets interlaced within a bor-
dure dovetailed purpure. Returned 12/07 for 
conflict with the device of Liadan inghean Ghla-
sain, Argent, a triquetra within a bordure em-
battled purpure.  

 
Tostig  
[Name] [Administrative Note] There name is lack-

ing a diacritical mark. It is registered as 
"Vilhiálmr vetr". The Laurel return was 12/06.  
[Device] Should now be clear of "Argent, a tri-
quetra within a bordure embattled pur-
pure" (Liadan inghean Ghlasain, Device Jul 
01). The original return said "This device is 
returned for conflict with the device of Liadan 
inghean Ghlasain, Argent, a triquetra within a 
bordure embattled purpure. There is no differ-
ence between a bordure dovetailed and a bor-
dure embattled. Neither a triquetra nor three 
annulets interlaced are period heraldic charges 
(both are apparently period ecclesiastical artis-
tic motifs), so we cannot follow how period her-
alds would have counted difference between 
them. Therefore, based on a comparison of the 
emblazons, we are granting a CD, but not a 
substantial (X.2) difference, between three an-
nulets interlaced and a triquetra (or three demi-
annulets interlaced)." 

 
Da'ud  
[Device] The arrangement of the annulets should 

be noted in the blazon, as there is no default. 
Blazon fu: "Argent, three annulets interlaced 
two and one within a bordure purpure." 

 
TOSTIG 

[Device] If the default for "three annulets" is 
two and one, why doesn't the same hold true 
for "three annulets interlaced"? What about 
"three annulets conjoined"? 
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Da'ud 
[Device] The default is "two and one" for three discrete charges on the field; when they are interlaced, or 

conjoined, not only their identifiability as discrete charges but their arrangement becomes a lot 
dicier. It is better, in such cases, to specify the arrangement in the blazon than to leave it out. 

 
Gawain 
[Device] I agree: better safe than sorry. Specify the annulets as “two and one”. 
 
College Action: 
Device: Forwarded to Laurel reblazoned as Argent, three annulets interlaced two and one within a bor-

dure purpure. 
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